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It’s gem show time in Tucson, 
Arizona! Gem and mineral lovers 
the world over converge on Tucson 

in early February to share their passion, 
goods, art and science with their fellow 
enthusiasts. A large portion of gem 
show visitors and shoppers reach their 
gem-viewing limit after a few days and 
instead choose to take advantage of the 
wonderful attractions that dot southern 
Arizona.

The cultural background of the 
region’s Native American, Mexican and 
Anglo cultures, coupled with its history, 
landscapes and architecture, make for a 
rich experience for visitors.  

Southern Arizona has been a 
centre for mining exploration for over 
100 years. Mines produced valuable 
copper ore, silver, and gold and the 
highly-sought-after copper related 
minerals - turquoise, azurite, malachite, 
chrysocolla, cuprite and wulfenite (the 
featured mineral for the 2019 Tucson 
Gem & Mineral Show®). Each mine has 
played a vital role in the population and 
development of this area. Some of them 
are still major copper producers and 
offer tours, while others have stopped 
producing ore and minerals, but carry on 
with historic tours. 

The University of Arizona 
Gem & Mineral Museum

The University of Arizona Gem & 
Mineral Museum is currently located 
inside the Flandreau Science Center & 
Planetarium on the beautiful University 
of Arizona campus. Amazing mineral and 
gold specimens and jewellery collections 
are on exhibit. The museum will be 
relocating to the iconic Pima County 
Courthouse in 2020.  

SOUTHERN ARIZONA’S 
MINES AND MUSEUMS 
TOP 10 ATTRACTIONS 

As a contributor to Gem-A’s Gems&Jewellery magazine, Helen Serras-Herman FGA 
regularly shares her global gemmological discoveries and adventures with our 

readers. Here, she draws inspiration from the Tucson gem shows and reveals the top 
10 attractions not-to-be-missed while you’re in the ‘Grand Canyon State’.

The Arizona-Sonora 
Desert Museum

The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is a 
world-renowned natural history museum 
and a natural landscape zoo, situated on 
98 acres with walking trails and exhibits, 
dedicated to the interpretation of the 
bi-national Sonoran Desert region. The 
Earth Sciences Center recreated an 
underground cave with stalactites and 
stalagmites, and houses one of the best 
regional mineral collections in the world 
(1 & 2).

1: This large specimen of chrysocolla in botryoidal chalcedony (gem silica), is part of 
the great mineral collection at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, in Tucson. 

2: This copper with cuprite specimen 
from the Smith Pit, Mineral Park Mine in 
Mojave County, Arizona, was an acquisition 
by the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum 
made possible by a donation of the 
Tucson, Gem & Mineral Society in 2012.
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also see the outside crushers, the inside 
large rotating mills that crush the ore 
into fine powder, and the concentration 
tanks where a slurry of water and the 
pulverized ore are mixed with milk of 
lime to cause the copper minerals to 
separate and stick to the bubbles (froth 
flotation process), all before the dried 
copper is sent to the smelter. Two retired 
haul trucks that carried 75 and 170 tons 
of ore are part of the outdoor exhibit.  

The Rio Rico History 
Museum

Travelling further south on Interstate 
I-19, past the historic and artistic town 

The Asarco Mission Mine

The Asarco Mission Mine is a currently 
operating open-pit copper mine 2.5 miles 
long and 1,200 feet deep, producing over 
130 million pounds of copper concentrate 
per year. The mine is just a short drive 
from Tucson, 15 miles south on Interstate 
I-19, in Sahuarita.

Tours begin at the Asarco Mineral 
Discovery Center that houses a 
wonderful small museum and a theater 
(3). On this fabulous one-hour guided 
tour visitors see how copper ore is mined 
in the open pit and processed to extract 
the copper. From the Open-Pit Viewpoint 
you can see the mine and the haul trucks 
carrying rock ore out of the pit. You will 

of Tubac and the Tumacácori Mission, 
the scenic hills of Rio Rico come into 
view. Known in the late 1800s as the 
Town of Calabasas (calabazas in Spanish 
means pumpkin, squash or gourd), it 
was baptized Rio Rico (Rich River in 
Spanish) during the 1960s reinvention 
and development of the area. 

The Rio Rico History Museum 
(RRHM) is operated by the Rio Rico 
Historical Society, with exhibits and 
artifacts ranging from photos to rocks, 
arrowheads and fossil replicas, all 
donated or on loan to the museum. 
A beautiful specimen of brecciated 
volcanic rock donated by geologist 
Chris Novak attracts every visitor’s 
attention. Also on display are slabs of 
“Rio-Ricoite”- a name we gave to banded 
agates similar to Mexican lace agates, 
found and collected in northwest Rio 
Rico by my husband, Andrew Herman 
(4). 

3: The Asarco Mission Mine is a currently operating open-pit copper mine and offers a 
guided tour where visitors see how copper ore is mined and processed.
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4: Slabs of “Rio-Ricoite”- the name we 
gave to banded agates similar to Mexican 
lace agates, found and collected in 
northwest Rio Rico, are on display at the 
Rio Rico History Museum.
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The Pimeria Alta Museum 

The Pimeria Alta Historical Society and 
Museum is located in downtown Nogales, 
Arizona, steps away from the border 
entry and the wall that marks the US-
Mexico border. It is housed in a beautiful, 
historic building, the Old Nogales City 
Hall, commissioned by the Nogales 
Volunteer Fire Department in 1914 and 
constructed in 1915.

There are display cases full of mining 
equipment - gold pans, old mining lamps, 
hard-hats and maps of mines, reminders 
of the area’s rich mining history. There 
are historical displays with pottery and 
artifacts, as well as an emotional exhibit 
about the battleship USS Arizona that 
sunk in 1941 displaying a 1916 certificate 
of Silver Service with a beautiful copper 
relief plaque given to a local contributor 
of the fund.
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The Good Enough Mine in 
Tombstone 

From Nogales, you can continue driving 
east on the scenic AZ Route 82 towards 
Tombstone, a quintessential Wild West 
town- the “Town too tough to die” as the 
welcome billboard reminds you. 

The mining area of Tombstone at 
one time included 120 silver mines 
and over 3,000 mining claims (5). The 
Good Enough Mine, located in the heart 
of Tombstone, is famous for its silver 
production in the 19th century. The mine 
was discovered in 1878 by Tombstone’s 
first miner and founder Ed Schieffelin. 
It was re-opened for tours in March of 
2007 by the current owners who spent 
a lot of time and money to restore the 
mine galleries, and open it to the public. 
The underground journey takes visitors 
to a depth of 100 feet and brings them to 
a familiar mine scene of tunnels, stopes, 
darkness, limestone rock walls and 
chrysocolla veins (6). 

5

The Bisbee Mining 
Museum & Queen Mine

For the gem and mineral-lover visitor, 
Bisbee is a destination for the classic 
copper minerals and their mining history 
and lore. The fabulous Bisbee Mining & 
Historical Museum with an underground 
mine exhibit rich with minerals, a 
crystal cave, and history of hard-rock 
miners, lets visitors delve into Bisbee’s 
mineral heritage. A few years ago the 
museum remodeled its terrific mineral 
exhibit with the help of the Smithsonian 
Institution. 

Across the street, the Queen Mine 
was one of the most productive copper 
mines of the 20th century. It produced 
8 billion pounds of copper, 2.8 million 
ounces of gold and 77 million pounds 
of silver! Unimaginable numbers! And 
not to forget the all-important minerals 
-azurite, malachite and the turquoise 
known as the “Bisbee blue”, famous for 

its gorgeous deep blue saturated color.
The Queen Mine Tour opened to 

visitors in 1976. Tours, which last over an 
hour, allow visitors to ride a small train 
1,500 feet deep into the darkness of the 
mine. 

The Bullion Plaza Cultural 
Center & Museum and 
the Ray Mine

The Bullion Plaza Cultural Center & 
Museum is located in historic Miami, 
Arizona, at about a two-hour drive north 
of Tucson. It is a great little museum 
with huge mining equipment outside, 
and inside a terrific mineral exhibit with 
minerals and fossils from the Globe-
Miami area and beyond (7). Curator 
of Minerals, geologist and well-known 
lapidary Wolfgang Mueller, has worked 
very hard for the proper display of their 
exhibits. 

Although the Ray Mine operations 
are closed to the public, the Asarco-Ray 
Open Pit Mine Visitor’s Overlook offers a 
spectacular overview of the mine, which 
stretches 2.5 miles long and 1.5 miles 
wide, as far as your eyes can see (8). 

One last word

As with any other rockhounding 
fieldtrip, remember the safety rules, 
wear comfortable clothes and shoes, 
carry plenty of water, follow all the 
mine regulations and you will have an 
unforgettable time visiting these awe-
inspiring big holes in the earth’s surface 
created one shovel at a time, or the 
underground historic mines. 

Let your Tucson gem show experience 
be enriched by savouring the local 
culture and history, folklore, unique 
museums, mines, rural wilderness 
beauty, and the essence of the American 
Frontier that attracted so many of us to 
this area.  

5: The Good Enough Mine, located in the heart of Tombstone, is famous for its silver 
production in the 19th century. 

7: The Bullion Plaza Cultural Center & 
Museum in historic Miami, Arizona, has 
huge mining equipment outside.

8: The Asarco-Ray Open Pit Mine 
Visitor’s Overlook offers a spectacular 
overview of the mine, which stretches 2.5 
miles long and 1.5 miles wide.

All photos courtesy of Helen Serras-
Herman.  
Helen Serras-Herman, a 2003 National 
Lapidary Hall of Fame inductee, is an 
acclaimed gem sculptor with over 36 
years of experience in unique gemstone 
sculpture and jewellery art.  Her unique 
creations (sold via her business, Gem 
Art Center) will be exhibited at the Art 
Gallery H in Tubac, during the Tubac Art 
Festival, from February 6-10, and at the 
Tucson Gem & Mineral Show (TGMS) from 
February 14-17, 2019 at Booth #1601. 

6: The underground journey at the 
Good Enough Mine in Tombstone takes 
visitors to a depth of 100 feet.
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